
 

 

 

 

Why is this skill important? 

The ability to sequence an event is not only important in terms of the child/young 

person being able to tell you what has happened or what they need, but is also 

crucial to their understanding of routines and every day events. It is also important 

for the child/young person to be able to retell what they did at the weekend or on a 

holiday as this forms part of how they develop and maintain conversations and social 

relationships with their friends and family members. 

Some children can find sequencing information difficult. This could involve 

understanding the order in which something happens, following a series of 

instructions and/or being able to retell an event or idea in a logical order so that their 

communication partner (e.g. friends, family, teachers) can understand what they are 

describing. The following strategies can help to develop your child’s sequencing 

skills: 

 

 

How? 

 The first thing to teach is the specific sequential vocabulary your child needs 

to understand/use. Words such as ‘first’, ‘next’, ‘then’, ‘last’ etc. Use the same 

language consistently when you are modelling how to retell something. You 

can start by teaching ‘first’ and ‘last’ and then incorporate words which go in 

the middle e.g. next, then, second to extend the length of the sequence. You 

don’t need any specific resources to do this, you can do this with a range of 

everyday situations e.g. setting the table, washing up e.g. ‘first we get knives, 

last we get forks’ or ‘first we wash the plates last we dry the plates’. You can 

increase the length of the sequence depending on how much spoken 

information your child can follow at once.  

 Once they understand the sequential language you can then support them to 

retell simple sequences (such as those in the example above) or below there 

is a list of functional activities where you can incorporate sequencing. Just 

remember it is important that you try and give as much visual support as 

possible. The majority of children and young people who have speech and 

language difficulties are visual learners, therefore they learn by seeing and 

doing. Try and model the sequence you are teaching first, then ask your child 

to copy (this also has the added bonus of teaching your child some life skills!). 

 



 

 

  List of example activities for sequencing (I have broken them down into stages in 

case this helps but you can also make up your own) 

 Doing the laundry: collecting the clothes, putting in them in the washing 

machine – turning the machine on – hanging them up to dry after 

 Making a cup of tea: turn kettle on – get cup and tea bag – wait for kettle to 

boil – pour in water – take out tea bag – add milk/sugar 

 Making a sandwich: get the bread – choose filling – add filling to bread – put 

bread together – eat sandwich 

 Changing bedding: taking off old bedding – put old bedding in washing 

machine – get new bedding from draw – put bed sheet over mattress – put 

pillow cases on pillows – put duvet cover on duvet – make sure it looks neat 

on bed 

 Put washing away: Fold up clothes – put clothes in draws – hang up clothes in 

wardrobe 

 Getting ready for work/school: brush teeth – wash face – put on deodorant – 

put on clothes – have breakfast – pack bag – put on shoes/coat – get on 

bus/walk 

 

 

  

 

 



 


